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Welcome to the wellness digest,

a quick read designed to provide

a quiet moment for families to

discover together.
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Headline: SD72 Parents and guardians are

demonstrating excellent resilience in the

face of change.  



Make French toast and talk about
liquids and solids - it's science! 
 

Ask kids to identify which ingredients are

solids and which are liquids. How do

solids act when we move them? How do

liquids behave? What happens when we

change the temperature of solids and

liquids?

 

https://www.superhealthykids.com/recipe
s/basic-french-toast/
 

SMILE ZONE
Here at the healthy schools team office,

our goal of the week is to brush our
teeth twice a day! What is your dental

health goal this week?

 

MY SMILE GOAL IS TO:

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

Check out this fun webpage for fun
smiling information:
 

https://www.brushdj.com/#nogo 

SD72 HEALTHY SCHOOLS &
FAMILIES
 

It is hard to find the time to find the time to relax and

take care of ourselves. What is your favourite way to take a

moment for yourself? It could be to take a bath, read a

book, prepare a favourite meal, call a friend, go outside,

make a craft, close your eyes and let your mind wander, or

so many more! No matter what works for you, taking time

for you is important. 

 

 

 

RECIPES FOR MAD
SCIENTISTS

https://www.superhealthykids.com/recipes/basic-french-toast/


Laura is a kids yoga instructor with the city of Campbell River. If you are interested in more

of her moves email Laura at: Laura.Arkell@campbellriver.ca. Her yoga for kids class is

every Friday at 10am, for about 30-45min. 

Check out Recreation and Culture Department of Campbell River on facebook for more

weekly activities!

I  LIKE TO MOVE IT MOVE IT!

Table Talk
Cut out the bottom three topics along the dotted line. Fold the topics and place them
in a bowl, hat, jar, anything! Before dinner time pick out one topic. This is the topic for

table talk of the evening! Now, what do you think about...

What are each of you thankful
for? 

What is the most creative project
you have ever worked on? What

did you like about it?

What is everyone's favourite
childhood book or movie?

Tree Pose 
Improves balance and

concentration. Strengthens the
thigh muscles, calves, and

ankles while stretching the legs
and chest. Demonstrating this

pose is Laura's daughter
Kayley!

Stand tall and
have your hands

at your side.
Back is straight.

Place your right
foot on your left
inner thigh in a

position that
feels most

comfortable.

Press the hands
together above

the head.

RIDDLE ME THIS...

What contains 26 letters but only

has 3 syllables? 
 

Hint: A syllable is like the music beat to a word,

and usually has a vowel. For example "Water" has

two syllables - "Wa" and "ter."

 

 

 

If you have a fun riddle or a favourite joke, email it to your healthy
schools team lead at: Kiley.Ketchum@viha.ca and maybe you will see

yours in an upcoming issue!

Answer: Alphabethttps://www.bettertogetherbc.ca/


